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Tryon To Replace Sanderoff
As Student Attorney General

Decl.aring that the powers of the
UNM Board of Regents are being
relinquished to state government'
.UNM's faculty and students:
Albert G. Simms II resigned from
the Board of Regents Thursday.
Simms' resignation comes just
one week after Gov. Jerry Apodaca
appointed Mrs, George Maloof to
the board . as a replacement for
Austin Roberts, whose term expired
this month. Apodaca also reappointed Calvin Horn to his second.
term on the. board.

'

statement of Simms'
A
resignation was issued to the
governor early last week. Simms
W;;tS quQted as saying that "many
Lobophoto
important decisions involving the
Dr. Albert Simms
University are being taken directly
to the legishlture for informal f!hone on Saturday and Simms told
advice and consent, rather than the him "pretty much the same thing he
Regents, whose authority was · said in his resignation statement." ·
established by the constitution and
subsequent statutes." ·
Davis said he doesn't agree with
Simms' statement that the board is
Simms, who is attending a relinquishing its power. "I can only
surgical meeting il) Scottsdale, speak for the time I've been here,
Ariz., could not tie reached for and I· don't think it has."
comment.
Gov. Jerry Apodaca said that
R'chard H. De Uriarte, the
"if, in fact, the Regents are being
governor's press secretary, said
deprived of their constitutional
names are now being screened by
responsibilities we can see to it that
members of the governor's staff
that is not-allowed to continue."
and a replacement for Simms is
expected to be named by Apodaca
this week.

By Ruth S. Intress . · .
'Tobias said the other applicants A member of the Film committee
Associated Students of UNM were Elections Commission has to sign out the number of
President · Damon Tobias an~ · Chairman Mike Bush and Sen. tickets and the amount of money
'nounced Friday. that Yolonda David Rupp.
·
used each day. Although that
Tryon, former Homecoming and ·. In an interview Friday, Tobias sounds like a simplj: systsm, it is,
Rally Committee chairwoman, will. said there.is "virtually no chance of but it hasn't been used before."
succ~ed Brian Sanderoff as the next ·another fiasco in the film c6mTobias said that, according to the
ASUNM attorney general. Tbe mittee
occurring like last
SUB Business Office, last
appointment is effective today.
semester's.
"We have a new ticketing process semester's Film committee has just
Tobias cited Tryon's experience
with the office of _the Attorney of numerically controlling tickets. about broken even.
General and a past elections
commission member, as the reason
for her appolntment over two other
candidates. "I know she withstands 1
pressure well," TobiaS said.
Tryon, a junior majoring in
accounting, said she was surprised
but pleased at the appointment.
''He (Tobias) must have tremendous faith in me • .I'll.do the best job
I can," she said.
.,
Tryon said a request has already
been made by Sen. Tom Williams
asking for her opinion on what a '
majority vote means according to
Sturgis Rules of Order. Tryon said
she'Jl release her opin_ion before
Wednesday night'sASUNM Senate
photo by Phyllis Ku~hnor
meeting.
Yolanda Tryon
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One-Month Limit on Book Loans

.

Simms said in his resignation
statement that the power of the
boat~ "~~ ~C(:OQle we~~ened over·
the last ten· yeat$·.by",.iJ:rip(operly
'giving away' its prescribed powers
to the faculty and students on the
one hand, and to the · state
government on the ~ther."
UNM President William Davis
saud he spoke to Simms over the

Libt~.ry .AI~.er!; BOok-Loan Policy
By

nn Higgins. · " ·

Students will find themselves
paying fines and.haying less time to
read their library books as a result
of the new book-loan policies that
began Jan. I at Zimmerman·
Library.
The policies affecting 'students

Gilmo.re's
·Death Set
.
·For .Sunrise· To_ day
.

I

t·

.
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listing the call numbers of tlie items
to be renewed. Previously, renewals
could be made only by bringing the
items to the library-reserve items
must still 'be renewed by taking
them to the library.
Fines for overdue items will be 50
cents a day.
Edgar Cordoba, head of circulation, said the new policies are
the result of recommendations by
the Library Loan Policies Com, mittee and of an October survey of
students.
"People were having trouble
finding things in the shelves,"
Cordoba said.
.
Cordoba said he thought the
shorter book loan
riods would

(

increase .circulation of books and
.thereby increase an individual's
chances of finding the books he
needed.
Cordoba said the new periodical
policy should enable library users to
keep abreast of current events,
since recent periodicals will remain
in the library, and should help
researchers, since older periodicals
can now be kept for a week.
Cordoba said tha~ the new
policies seem to be working so far.
"We expecfto have some trouble
with fines later on," he said, "but
we'll try to remind people aoout tl.e
..new loan periods at the time they
borrow items."

-Renewal of borrowed items
SALT LAKE CITY (UP I)-Gary Gilmore, despite a blitz on the U.S. can now be made in person, by
Supreme Court 'by opponents of C&pital Punishment, watched the last telephone, or by mail. Mail
hours of his life tick away Sunday with virtual certainty the death he renewals can be made with slips
sought would be his at sunrise.
"I've received a gift," the 36-year-old killer told his attorneys and
. relatives after learning the U.S. Supreme Court had rejected a last-minute
barrage of appeals, allowing him to become the first convict executed in
the country in a decade.
"l know when I am going," he said. "I can make plans."
Ron Stanger, one of Gilmore's attorneys, said the murderer consoled his
aunt, unci~, cousin and the two·lawyers who have been his only link with
the outside world for months.
"He put his arms around his faniily and loved them ~nd· wished them
well. He was the one who was smiling and happy."
"He appears to be the strong one at this point,'' Robert Moody,
Gilmqre's other attorney, said. "He's buoying us up. We went in thinking
we'd be buoying him. But it was just the reverse."
Gilmore, who set about packing his belongings for distribution among
his relatives during a break between visits, was described as in high spirits
after Supreme Court Justice Byron White rejected an appeal filed on
behalf of two other residents ofUtah's Death Row.
Lawyers seeking a stay of execution next went to Justice Thurgood Mar-.
shall, who was not available, and Justice Harry Blackmun, who also
declined to halt the five anonymous rfflemen from killing Gilmore at
sunrise.
American Civil Liberties Union attorneys in Utah worked late into the
night trying to mount yet another assault on the courts but reported no
success.
.
_
.
"I think we are going to seethe spilling of blood at sunrise,~' said lawY.er
dilbert Athay, who wrote the appeal reject~d by the tWo Supreme Court
_
.
justices.
"I think we have exhausted all avenues available to us on behalf of out
clients.;'Athay represents two men condemrred under the same law applied to
Gilmore. He argued that Gilmore's execution would amount to a de facto
ruling that the law, which has never been tested, is constitutional.and
prejudice the pending appeals of his clients.
.
.
Gilmore, paroled to Utah from Oregon last April. after spendmg ~8
behind bars was sentenced to death for the July murder of Benme
An enthusiastic fan mimics a Kiss member during the Kiss Concert at Tingley
Bushnell a l6-year-old Provo motel clerk, during a robbery. He has also
Colise_um last week. See page 11 for review.
· admitted' murdering Max Jensen, 24, during another robbery the previous
night. Trhtl in that case has been continued indefinitely.
. 4
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-Books must be returned or
renewed one month after being
borrowed, or may be recalled by
another patron after two weeks.
Previously, books were due at the
end .of the semester during which
they were checked out.
,-Periodicals aated 197S or later
may not be taken from the library,
while those published before '197S
may be kept for a one-week period.
Previously, periodicals could be
kept overnight.
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For Passing Defense Secrets

,,•'

Man Arrested as Spy

'

Calls lor More Objective Information

Nevv Citi.zen Group Focuses on Energy- Issue
'

By United Press International

Gilmore To Donate Body
SALT LAKE CITY (UPI)-Gary Gilmore has donated his body to
the University of Utah Medical Center, which will use his corneas,
skin'and peripheral nerves for transplants.
Physicians will also use his kidneys and his thigh bones for medical
research, according to hospital spokesman John Keahey. The kidneys
can't be transplanted because of the violent nature of his death.
Keahey said the body will be rushed to the hospital, located 25 miles
from the prison, "as soon as possible'' after Gilmore's execution.

Flu Shot Form R..enewed
ATLANTA (UPI)-With Swine Flu vaccinations about to be
renewed for the elderly and those with chronic health problems,
federal health officials are 'preparing a mandatory consent form
aimed .at avoiding legal pitfalls posed by the acknowledged danger of
paralysis for those getting the shots.
The revised consent form was one of the hurdles that must be
cleared before state health officials resume inoculations of persons
over 65 and those with heart and respiratory ailments.
Don Berreth, public information director of the National Center
for Disease. Control, said the consent form-which must be signed by
all persons getting the flu vaccine-would .>pell out the risks of
recipients contracting the Guillain-Barre Syndrome, a type of temporary paralysis about which medical science knows very little.

LOS ANGELES (UPI)-A
former security clerk of TRW, Inc.,
a high technology firm involved in
defense contracts, was arrested
Sunday by the FBI in Riverside,
Calif., for allegedly passing defense
secrets through a friend for sale to a
Soviet diplomat in Mexico City.
Spokesmen for TRW, with
laboratories for research on space,
defense and energy technology in
Redondo Beach, Calif., said there
would be "no comment" on the
arrest.
The FBI said Christopher John
Boyce, 23, of Rancho Palos Verdes,
was arrested in Riverside, Calif.,
Sunday.
He was scheduled to go before a
U.S. Magistrate in Los Angsles this
morning to face various charges,
including "conspiring to commit
espionage," the FBI said.

....

Now Features:

His alleged partner, Andrew D,
Lee, 25, Palos Verdes Estates,
Calif., has been in custody of
Mexican officials since Jan. 6 and is
expected to be returned to the
United States, the bureau said.

By Lynne Moyer
The public has not been given all
the facts about energy problems, a
spokesman for a newly formed
group of citizens concerned with
energy problems said at a press
conference Friday.

L~e

got at least $17,500 for the
information, the statement said.
If convicted, the" two could be
sentenced for an indeterminate
length or executed.

Carter Continues
To Back Choice
Of CIA Director

The FBI statement, released in
Washington, said Boyce, who had
"top secret" security clearance
from TRW, Inc., passed classified
information from the defense
contractor to Lee, who in turn sold
WASHINGTON
them to the Soviets on a number of
occasions starting in June of 1975 (t)PI)-President-elect Jimmy
and apparently continuing until Carter told members of the Senate
Intelligence Commlttee Sunday he
Lee's arrest in Mexico City. _,
has "complete confidence" in
"Boyce and Lee were charged Theodore C. Sorensen, his choice
with conspiring with Boris A. as CIA director, despite questions
Grishin, a science attache attached whether
Sorensen
misused
to the Soviet Embassy· in Mexico classified documents.
City to communicate, deliver and
Sorensen comes before the
transmit to the government of the Intelligence Committee Monday,
USSR information relating to the one of Carter's final Cabinet
def~nse of the United States," the
nominees to face confirmation
FBI said.
scrutiny.
Last week, in affidavits he gave
to the committee, Sorensen admitted taking classified material
' from the White House to write a
book on President John F. Kennedy. He also said he leaked information to reporters.
Those and other issues related to
Sorensen have prompted stiff
opposition. Sen. Spark M. _Matsunaga, D-Hawaii, told UPI he
understood two senators he would
not name had asked Carter to withdraw the Sorensen nomination.
Carter responded in public and to
the Intelligence Committee.
"There have been personal attacks on Mr. Sorensen's judgment
and loyalty that are groundless and
unfair," Carter said in a statement
issued at his Plains, Ga. home.
"His actions concerning confidential documents as described in
his affidavit are consistent with
what I understand to have been
common
practice
in
administrations of both parties.
"Ted Sorensen did not seek this
position. I have asked Mr. Sorensen
to serve because of my complete
confidence in his ability and have
continued to express my support to
the Intelligence Committee. •'
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Powell, said Sorensen acted no
differently than other members of
prior administrations. President
Lyndon B. ~ ohnson, for example,
used vast numbers of classified
materials in his memoirs.
Sorensen, who took part in
planning the CIA's Bay of Pigs
invasion and was a legal adviser to
Joseph Mobutu, who reportedly
had CIA -support when he became
president of the Congo Republic,
also has been criticizsed for lack of
experience.
Sen. Robert C. Byrd, the
Democratic leader, said Saturday:
"I consider his nomination to be in
considerable difficulty. His chances
are, at this point, questionable."
Sorensen himself issued a
statement Saturday night noting
Carter's support, denying any
wrongdoing and saying he expects
to win confirmation.
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and Development Corporation; Dr.
Lee Zink, director of the Institute
for Applied Services at UNM;
Herman Barkmann, a mechanical
engineering consultant and member
of the Sierra Club; Dr. Gilbert
· The organization feels that the Cano of Sandia Labs and former
public is provided with emotionally advisor to Governor Jerry Apodaca
The formation of a citizens biased views rather than rational, on science and energy; Sister.
organization called Americans for scientific facts. They would like to Celestia, administrator of St.·
· Rational Energy Alternatives act as colle.ctors, evaluators and Joseph's Hospital in Albuquerque;
(AREA) was annoJlnced last Friday disseminators of information on William Lang, vice-president of the
energy issues so that the public has New Mexico AFL-CIO; and
at the Albuquerque Press Club.
· another source from which to draw Maynard Miller, an Albuquerque
AREA is composed of a group of conclusions~
accountant.
New Mexico citizens who are·
'
concerned about the problems of
The board members are . Membership is open to interested
energy; its usage, generation, and Chairman Jamieson K. Deuel, chief citizens, and AREA plans to hold
depletion.
engineer for Ranchers Exploration frequent public meetings.

Board member Caro said, "It
takes 25 years to bring n,ew energy
sources into widespread 'usage,
therefore we should begin to discuss
alternative energy sources now."
Solar, nuclear and fusion power
are some of the energy issues wnich
the group
study. The group
also hopes to be able to lobby in
future sessions of the State
Legislature
and
become
knowledgeable on the costs, environmental impacts, and health
dangers of each type of energy
source .. he said •.
AREA is opposed to extremist
views from either side of the energy
issue, and while "We are living too
higl,l off the hog," Deuel said, "We

will

feel anti-technology is noc chc
answer either.
"I don't want us to ·lose the
beauty of this capitalistic society," t;'
Deuel said, because he said that genergy is related to "stability" •
'-<
within the society.
§
Europe has had an energy ~"
problem for years and Deuel said .~
European society reflects this in
their increased inflation,
Cano said 75 per cent of the total
energy used comes from oil and gas
reserves which will be depleted in 30
to 50 years.
"We may be reading all our
highways signs· in Arabic," Deuel
said, "if something is not done

soon."

Mr. Steak

{

;'

,\·

"We don't think the public has
been given a fair shake on information about the energy issue,"
said Jamieson K. Deuel, Chairman"
of the Board for AREA.
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1400 San Pedro NE

268-7895

Dairy Queen* Braize~*
has it all
Food and Dessert
.

"Reg. U.S. Pat. Off., Am. O.C. Cotp, fc) Copynght 1975, Am. D.O. Corp.

2

Regular Size
SUNDAES

for the price of one
With this coupon
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & I-40

Cabaret (Coffeehouse) Entertainment

burger
Get One Free With This Ad
.......;.w, ...u

F-riday & Saturday Nights
9pm- 2am

January 24-29

Featuring Quality Food
and Speedy Service
8516 Central fncarWyom;ngl255-6130
Home Of The Sack Lunch

Two entertainers
, are needed for each night Entertainers will be paid.
There will be an open stage during breaks for those who
want to do their thing for tips.

·i

,,

i

$1:00 Minimum will be charged at the door.
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Mex~'co
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th,C"Univcrsity year and weekly during the sum·
rlicr session by the Board of Student Publications

of the University of New Mc~ico, and is not
financially associated wlth UNM, Second class
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I do not condone painting
slogans on campus structures .
However, I wonder if all of us
are not missing the point.
Have we taken the time to
consider the motives which
prompted the writers to seek
that avenue for expression?
Unless you have lived in a
barrio, unless you have gone to
school where your language is
considered second-rate to
English, unless you have gone
through the vicissitudes of
growing up as a minority in our
society, how can you begin to
understand those motivations?
It seems to me that Anglo
middle-class society has not
been demonstrated to be a
good vantage point from which
to make any judgements. I
speak of moral judgements, not
legal.
As for proof of the existence
of oppression, how about the
case of the firing of the Chicano
strike leadership by the administration of APS?
Is not it a bit odd that APS
selected only Chicano leaders?
Of course, oppression in our
society is subtle and, for that
reason, it is the more insidious
·and bard to correct. Also, it is
true that Chicano history has
seldom been actively taught
within our educational system.
It is t1me for students and administrators alike to stop the
name-calling and start taking a
more mature attitude toward
the issue. If this university cuts
off meaningful dialogue between minority groups on campus and the rest of the students
and faculty, surely more
illegitimate avenues will open
up as a result. Could it be the
people who painted the slogans
on campus structures felt they
had no other forum in wh1cl1 to
be heard!
.
Jerry Milton Stout

'

Some of you may have noticed, while parking your cars or
., walking to school this morning, that there were several snow
'gf showers and mini blizzards over the break.
P-<
In fact, the last snow in the Albuquerque area was about a week
ago, but to look at city streets and walks, you might have assumed
it was only day be,fore yesterday.
This problem with snow removal is one local residents have
come to accept. Since Albuquerque usually has only one big
snowfall a year, residents can usually manage one week of wretched road conditions. And the expense of keeping and maintaining
snow removal equipment which would be used only once or twice
a year is great enough that tax-payer agrees to do without it.
So, it would appear this is the way things will always be in
Albuquerque. It is a pity, because no one wins when it comes time
to add up the amount of damage caused by minor and major car num ..umuuuunmmmmnuunu•mmnnmuunnnunnmunun Letter !!II mumunumunmummnnnnummmmunmuumuunumm•
accidents.

Student 'Interjects Sanity' on SloQans

We cannot help but think that some of these accidents could
have been avoided.
sanity into the matter: thus the
.The Albuquerque Public Schools driver education program is Editor:
occasion for this letter.
There
is
a
tempest
brewing
· seriously lacking in training for driving on snow and ice. Unless a
I am grateful to Prof. Lopez
student is taking lessons during snowy weather, he or she will over Chicano-minority rights on
for
his contribution to the class
as
has
been
witnessed
campus,
receive only passing mention (if any) of how to handle icy road
of the Barrio. And I
Sociology
in recent altercations: that is,
conditions.
the future of the class take a dim view of some of the
he
has
been
In view of the number of minor traffic accidents which occurred Sociology of the Barrio; the trentment
during the recent snows, we urge the administration of the APS future financing and the ad· receiving, especially in the letdriver education program to include a serious lesson on driving on ministration of the ethnic and ters to the editor section of the
cultural centers on campus; the LOBO. As a membe; of his class
ice and snow.
future
tenure of Prof. Lopez; last semester, I want to make
We also urge drivers who do not feel they have the experience
and the painting of political some assessments concerning
necessary to drive in such conditions to use public transit.
And for those of you at UNM who have not already discovered slogans on structures around the class and the issue of oppression.
this: you've got to· wear snow-tire shoes or hang onto the walls the campus.
All of this took place last
It will be a sad day at this
when you walk around campus.
semester. It is about time for university when minority groups
• •
someone to interject some are not able to voice their
IIIIUIIIIIJ IIIIIIIIIJOJJOIIIIJIIIJIIIIIIIUIIIJ 111111111111 IJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU nl110p J ft 10ft 1111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIJIIJIIIIIIJU II Uil feelings and opinions about
their quality :af life within our
society. As members of society,
By George M. Coston
To begin with, it is no dark simply
write
off
any both individually and collecBeing one of those who par- ·secret that the
ASUNM "educational-type" speakers tively, it is not easy to undergo
ticipated in the selection.of the Speakers Committee con- (i.e., Buckminister Fuller) would the process of.introspectrion.
Taking a good look at ourspeakers program for the 1976 tracted lecturers who received be a mistake.
selves
is not always a very
Fall semester, I am in partial very little interest frotn the
Of course there is the other
agreement with Mr. Chris student body or the community. side of the argument which pleasant exercise; but it is
Belcher's letter that appeared in It is also quite true that EVERY states that because of the necessary for personal growth.
the November 30, '76 issue of speaker brought to UNM in- Speakers Committee's present Prof. Lopez examines the social
the Lobo.
curred a financial loss, but to financial situation, perhaps en·
DOONESBlJRY
Garry Trudeau tertainment-type speakers
would be more desirable over
SO ANY{(IAY,
educational speakers.
RICKS TAKING S!/C/1 lEWThis position is strengthened
A IEAVGOrAB- 710N,8iONIJIB!
by the fact that past speakers
~'Ciib'NTIL. I
/5/E/.OOKIN6
as Lily Tomlin and Gene
such
RJI<A
Roddenberry
made · apNO/Q?
proximately $20,418 whereas an
educational speaker like William
Colby lost roughly $2,522.
Coupled with this is the fact
that the Speakers Committee
had a deficit of about $9,062.03
for the fiscal year 1975-76.

Speakers' Money: What To 'Write-Off'

situation from a particular
theoretical point-of-view in a
manner which allows for full expression of the issues and
politics. Granted, some of the
words tossed about within class
during discussions might offend
some students.
It is not easy for Anglo, middle-class students, like myself,
to consider elements of society
as oppressive to others, while at
the same time, being egalitarian
to me. But the true social and
political pragmatist does not
blush at rhetoric; he goes on to
examine more closely the
causality and relationship between facts.
Anyone reading Pierre L. van
den· Berghe's Man in Society,
a highly regarded work within
the sociology department,
would find Prof. Lopez's views
dim in comparison. Why should
van den Berghe be revered and
Prof. Lopez be derogated?
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opinion of the Dafry LOBO

Sraff. All other columns, cartoons

0

Both letters to the editor
and opinions are subject
editing for length and for
possibly libelous content.

Speakers Committee's present
deficit knowing that a drastic
reduction
in
educational
speakers would result.

Editorial Board
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Letters to the editor...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten
and
double
spaced.
Sender's name, address and
phone number must be included with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication.· Names .will be
withheld only by agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, phone
number and address of a
group member.

In closing, it is rnisfortunate
that excellent speakers such as
William F. Buckley or Moshe
Dayan seemed to be treated like
pariahs last semester. So maybe
it would be preferable to contract
entertainment-type
speakers to help offset the·
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(C"ominucd on Jla~c f)l

Given this information it does
make a certain amount of sense
to set up a speakers program
that will reduce, not increase,
this committee's present financial difficulties.

Garry Trudeau

(Continued from Page 4)

Editorial

Welcome Back.!
Another Snow Job
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111 Harvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE
~-Monday-
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Saturday, 10-9 • Sll.nday 12-6
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Come To Holman's Inc.
For Your Texas
Instrument Calculator

Job Hunters Face Do's, Don'ts

@

~ Here is a list of job interview
.n "do's" and "don'ts." A good

3

point to remember as you read the
..?;> list is that no single do will get you
'@ the job. But any one of the don'ts
~ could disqualify you.
"
Don'ts
·g Don't be late. In fact, plan to be
::8 I 0 to 15 minutes early for any

scheduled intervi~w. If you are late
or arrive just in the nick of time, the
interviewer will start to wonder how
prompt you might be after you start
to work.
Don't wear your outer clothes
into an interview. Take any kind of
overcoat or topcoat off. Take
rubber boots off and leave them in

Prescriptions filled ,
Lenses replac;;.'

,,
,
..

OPTICIANS

Mon.-Sat.
9am-9pm
11 701 Menaul N E.
Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-3667

- --

511
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301

•.

,..

.

I

.,.~

the employment lobby. Wearing
those into an interview gives the
impression that you are anxious to
leave.
Don't sit down until you are
asked. Don't worry about this. The
recruiter won't make you stand, but
if you move quickly to your chair
and sit down, you will appear
forward.
Don't have anything in your
mouth except your teeth-no gum,
no candies, no breath mints; in
fact, don't smoke during the first
interview. That's distractin-g to
everyone.
Don't lean on or put your elbows
on the interviewer's desk. Sit back
in your chair, so the interviewer can
see more of you. Sit erect.
Don't wear sunglasses into an
interview, and if you- don't wear
your eyeglasses all the time, don't
park them on top of your head.
Take them off and put them in your
purse or pocket.
Don't carry an oversized handbag, even if it is fashionable.

Save $4.00 on 1st Pair
Save $5.00 on 2nd Pair

lobo

men·'s

shop
2120 Central S.E. 243-6954

SR-51·11

Carry a bag that is smaller and
more manageable. Put it on the
floor during the interview, or hold
It on your lap. Never place it on the
interviewer's desk.
Don't have unusually long
fingernails. This applies to men as
well as women. Really long
fingernails could indicate that you
haven't really worked in a while.
Don't show your nervousness by
drumming your fingers, swinging
your leg, or cracking your
knuckles. Men: don't have any
loose change in your pocket-most
of us tend to jingle it when we're
nervous. (You really shouldn't have
your hands in your pockets in the
first place.)
Don't keep adjusting your
clothes.
Don't fiddle with your hair.
Don't compare the recruiter's
office with others that you have
seen. The recruiter might decide
that you have seen the inside of too
many employment offices, including his.
Don't pick UP. anything from the
recruiter's desk unl.ess you are
invited to do so.
Don't listen in on any phone calls
the recruiter may receive while you
are with him. It's hard. not to listen,
but do your best to tune out. After
such a phone call, don't comment
on something he said or ask a
question about the conversation.
Don't stand if someone else (man
or woman) enters the recruiter's
office. Keep your chair and don't
say anything to the visitor unless
you are spoken to first. If the
recruiter introduces you to the
person who came in, then you can
stand.
Don't inspect or read documents
on the recruiter's desk.
Don't call the recruiter "sir" or
. "ma'am" . too much. Respect is
mandatory, but don't go overboard.
Don't overuse the interviewer's
name. Too much of that is annoying.
Don't be a jokester. Wisecracks
and laughter can come later. Be
pleasant, but remember that the
interviewing process is formal and
serious. An overly lighthearted
approach will cause the. interviewer
to question the seriousness of your
purpose.
Don't give one and two word

Reg. $79.

The College Inn

We know the College Inn isn't the Taj
Mabal. But for a place to live, we think
it's about the best choice you can make.

No Chores
At the College Inn we take care of
of those nagging chores: the shopping,
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SR-56

(Continued from Page 6)

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a weelk
Donate Twice WeeklJ

Blood
Plasma·
Donor Center
Sam to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Do's
Do make sure that your hands
are attractive. This means spotlessly
clean with trimmed nails.
Do make sure your hair is in
place and conservative.
Do pay attention to your scent.
Women with powerful perfumes
and men with intense colognes can
destroy
interviews.
Again,
moderation is recommended.
Do go to the bathroom before
you visit the employment lobby. It
is embarrassing to interrupt an
interview to "go," and you want to
be as comfortable as possible
during this "pressure cooker"
happening.
Do get a good night's sleep
before each day that you search for
employment. If you yawn in the
lobby or smother a yawn during the
interview, it will cost you. Be rested·
and at your alert best.
Do look the interviewer in the
eye. Recruiters place a lot of emphasis on eye contact.
Do try to sparkle. Use gestures in
your conversation. Make sure they
are smooth and emphatic.
Do smile.
Do make snre you get the interviewer's name right and use it a
few times in the interview.
Do have some money wit!J you.
You never know what might
happen. The interviewer might tell
you he'd like you to take a cab to a
consulting psychologist's office.
You never want to be in the embarrassing position of having to
say, "I don't have any money with
me." The employer will almost
always pay any expenses for·.,

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

842-6991

Quality at reasonable cost

sometbii1g the company asks you to
do.

I Next door to Cnsey Re;o:al Drug I
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SR-52

-1
-1

Reg. $299. 95

$249. 95

of the interview. Let him lead with
the questions.

Do take notes if you wish. After
Do let the interviewer· decide
all, the interviewer takes them. when the interview is over.
Why shouldn't you? You might
Do ask the interviewer when you
consider writing down some
questions before you go into the will hear from him again.
interview.
Next: What Happens in the
College
Recruiting Booth.
Do let the it:~terviewer set the pace

401 Wyoming NE

265-7981

Open Mon-Fri 8-5:30, Sat 8:30-4:30

HOLMAN 1 S 1 INC.

Save $10.00 to $59.90 if you act now.

If you've been tllinkiD.g about
getting a progratntnable,
'lexas Instrutnents has a
spec-al offer for you

NOW

SR-56 $109.95*

SR-52 $299.95*

If you want an incredible slide rule calculator that's
also programmable, then this is the one for you.
There're 74 preprogrammed functions and operations. And it hasAOS, Tl's unique algebraic operating
system, the underlying reason an SR-56 is so powerful. It'll let you handle problems with as many as
9 sets of parentheses. Talk about memory. An SR-56
has 10 (11 if you count the T-registered.). And you can
do arithmetic with all of them.
Chances are you'IJ soon discover how really easy
it is to program. An SR-56 has 100 steps. Six logical
decision functions. Four levels of subroutines. Decrement and skip on zero. Compare a test register
with th~J display to make a conditional branch. And
this is just the beginning.
Think about it. Can you really afford to put off getting your SR-56, now?

If you want the computer-like power of a card programmable then choose this one.
Techniques like optimization, iteration, data reduction, what-if matrices, mathematical modeling, need
not tie up your mind-oryourtime.
But learning to use it is a hassle, you say. Not true.
Prerecorded programs are gathered into software
libraries: Electrical Engineering. Math. Statistics.
Finance. All you need do is load a mag card, press a
few keys and you'll get answers that previously
required a computer.
You can make your own programs just as easily.
In just. a couple of hours you'll begin to~
prove what a powerful asset you have•n
right at your fingertips.
'UI
And there's not a better time to get an
SR-52 than right now.

r----------·-------~

r---------------~-~
Electrical ~ngineerlng. Slalistlcs. Malh. finance. Choose any two and (I) return

I

I
I

I

Texas Instruments will rebate $10.00 of your original SR·56 purchase price When
you: (1) return this completed coupon including serial number (2) along with your
completed SR·56 customer .information card (packed In box) and \3) a dated copy
·of proof of your purchase, verifying purchase between Jan. 1and March 31. 1977.
SR·5& Rebate OHer

P. 0. Box 1210
I Rlchanfson, Texas 75080

1 Name
I Address
City
1 SR-56 Serial No.
I Please allow 30 days forrebate.

I I
I
I
I I
I 1
1
I

I
Slate

ZiP•----(fr1lm back of calculator)

L----·-----------~-~
Offer void where prohibited by law. Good in Conliner.tal U,S, only.

this completed coupon Including serial number along with (2) ~our completed
SR·52 serialized customer inlormation card (packed In box) and 3) a dated copy
of prool of your purchase, verifying purchase between Jan. 20 and arch 31, 1977.
SR·5Z free software library olfer

I
I
I

P.O.Box1210
I
Richardson, Texas 75080
I Name
I
I Address
I
1 City
Slate
Zip
1
SR-52 Serial No.
. (from back of calculator) I
I =:-:.-:o:c Math
Statistics
Finance
. . EE
Texas Instruments reserves the right to substitute software libraries of equal value, J
I based upon avaUability. Please allow 30 days tor delivery.

L-----------------J

•suggested retail price.

Casey Optical Co.

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

"'
"'"'
~
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$89.95

... Job Interviewing
recogmzmg
distortions·
of
background and experience.
.Don't lie about anything.
Sometimes candidates lie about
their salary. Recruiters often ask
for proof, such as a W-2 form.
. Don't criticize your present
empl(')yer too much. If it's a bad
situation, you can mention it, but
don't harp on it. You don't want to
be considered a crank.
Don't get angry or even irritated
during the interview. You can be
firm-not
angry-if
the
questioning becomes improper or
begins to slip into irrelevant areas.
Don't answer questions that you
don't want to answer because you
consider them to be too personal-and explain your reasoning~
Don't look at your watch during
the interview. This tends to hurry
things along. Let the interviewer set
the pace.
Don't ask, "Will I get the job?"
or "Can I have the job?" Those
questions tend to box the recruiter
in and he won't like that. Rather
say, "I hope you can consider me as
a candidate for this job" or "I'm
really interested in this job.''
Don't talk about salary until later
in the hiring process or until the
recruiter brings it up.

'-

Reg. $109. 95

..

answers. The re.cruiter is trying to .
get to know you. Talk to him. If
you go into a shell, you probably
won't be hired.
Don't hog the conversation.
Answer the questions thoroughly,
but don't drone on forever.
Don't interrupt. That's rude in a
saloon, and it's inexcusable in an
interviewing situation.
Don't use profanity, even if the
recruiter does. It can't possibly help
your image.
Don't use a Jot of slang.
Don't gush. You can be pleasant
without being syrupy.
Don't say "you know" all the
time. It's, you know, annoying.
Don't call the interviewer by'his
or her first name.
Don't slip into a speech-making
or preaching tone of voice. You're
not on the Senate floor. You are in
a conversation. Make sure you
don't oellow.
Don't mumble.
Don't chatter while the interviewer is reviewing your resume.
Let him read it in peace.
Don't interpret items on your
resume until you are asked. Your
resume should be self-explanatory.
If additional details are needed, the
interviewer will ask for them.
. Don't try to overpower the
!he cooking, the cleaning (we even make recruiter with bragging or overyour .bed). That leaves you time to do statement. He won't respond well,
what you want to do. The buildings are and he is probably skilled in
completely co-ed, and you can walk to
{Conlinucd on Page 7)
campus. Now is the best time to think
about where you want to l;ve.

Call 243·2881 or
Come by
303Ash NE
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$65.55

.

Live at the
College Inn.
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
@.1977 TeKas Instruments Incorporated

INCORPORATED

65581

Lomas at Washington 255-6329
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ASUNM Lobby Committee
Hosts Party for Legislators

p~rntlng;copurng

ond morllng
ISA ONE-5TOPSHOP FOR ALL YOUR
PRINTING ANO COPYING NEEOS-

AND WE
AREN'T
LION!

By Dolores Wood
About 20 out of 116 New Mexico
State Legislators attended a
reception given by the Associated
Students of UNM Lobby Committee last Saturday at the Three
Fountains apartment complex.

area of cooperation. (Jim) McGee
(R-Bernalillo) agreed to try and get
us some seats in the Legislature. We
got more office use from (Dennis)
Peria (D-Bernalillo). We already
had some from David Rusk (DBernalillo). We also got a lot of,
hints on who to talk to about issues
"A lot of the legislators picked we are lobbying for."
up tickets and never made it," said
Lobby Committee . member Mike
The reception was held in the
Benavidez. "But the reception was Burgundy Room of the apartment
pretty successful, especially in the complex. "The use of the room was

1712 Lomas NE I Corner of University
Phone 243-2841 I Open 7 days a week

Wondering What To Do
After Graduation?

Vista

Peace Corps

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

tum, I RAN
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Sign Up NOW
For Your
Interview

Feb 1,2,3
Information Booth:
Student Union

A human body is usually thought
to be an expendable product; once
used it is discarded.

Placement Office:
Mesa Vista Hall

Whether your tastes lean toward
cremation, plain burial, or a fancy
vault, an enormous price is paid to
mortuaries just to have a body
discarded properly.

An Imaginative Way To Use Your Degree
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The committee spent about $100
on the reception, said ·senavidez.
"About $45 for food, and $55 for
liquor," he said. "Much more than
half of the liquor was left over. We
used a lot of soft drinks because
several of the legislators were only
drinking cokes."
Benavidez . said left-over liquor
would be used later. "It will be
saved for a reception in Santa Fe
for a strategic point when we need
to talk to the legislators."

Medical School
Offers Corpses
Burial Options

'

On Campus

donated mainly .through the efforts
gf Helen Gordon," he said.

/-11/,IIA! 7!{/(J5 GI?&.4Tl

So, if you want to save the cost of
. a funeral, and not leave the burden
of what to do with your body on a
loved-one's shoulder, the UNM
Medical School would like to solve
your problem.

11/H//TIJ SH!i SAYt{//IEN
Y(J(J 7!/RN/31) HER ·
CfXUN?

The UNM Medical School uses
anywhere from 25 to 30 bodies a
year, according to Dr. A.J. Ladman, chairman of the anatomy
department.
Although needs exist at all levels,
the bodies are used mainly for
teaching and research by the freshman class, which currently numbers
73 out of a total of 295 medical
students.

A

Hang Gliding

ES

Vintage
• Clothing
• Photos
• Prints
• Postcards
• Art Deco

Learn To Fly

3409 CENTRAL. N 1 E. •

255·7103

The body-donor program has
been in effect since the opening of
the medical school in 1964. The
medical school pays the costs of
embalming, transportation and
disposition of the donated body
with donors choosing either
cremation or burial.
Any interested persons wishing to
donate their bodies to science may
contact the Department of
Anatomy at the medical school.
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By Marguerite Ortega
It is a rare occasion when I find a

female artist with as much depth as
Joni Mitchell. Her voice articulates
every word; every note-to get
exactly the meaning she wants.
Her motto for the past nine years
has been quality ... releasing an
album once a year around
Christmas. Her present release
Hejir_a still holds true to her past
style; but it's not as diversified. It
can get confusing at times,compared to previous releases. Every
song seems to be preoccupied with ·
traveling,_ and many of the lyrics
relate to her past life and loves
Joni has made quite a transition
since her beginning in '68. She has
progressed through folk and jazz.
with always a smattering of variety
in her songs. "For the Roses," her
1972 release, was a listener's treat.
It is no wonder other artists, such as
Roger McGuinn, use her material.
It is fascinating how much her
music resembles a jigsaw puzzle.
Anyone can put the pieces together
in a different way. In the back of
my mind whenever I hear one of her
songs and listen-really listen-to
the lyrics and music, I wonder what

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

• Free Ground School

Crystal Ball/Styx!A&M SP-4604
Review by George Gesner
Born in Racine, nurtured in
Chicago and taking the world, Styx
is becoming one of the top
American bands. Crystal Ball is the
finest album to date for the band
that encompasses the styles of top
English bands and takes their music
one step further.
The group's vocals have a shade
of Yes and the style is more concrete on the first cut" Put Me On."
The single is "Mademoiselle."
The song is fashioned after the
giant hit "Lady," with brilliant
falsetto harmonies and a melodic
air for a hard rock tune.
The best number on the album is

@
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You can safely make your first short flight on the first day,
Five sessions will make you a competent flyer.

Folk Culture of Northern N.M.
Freehand Drawing
French II
Gardening for Spring and Sum mer

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRI:NCH
REG. $1.29 VALUE
FRIES, BEVERAGE

All instruc,tors are U.S. H. G .A. certifi.ed

Get Hy Hang Gliding
Flight School
299-2679

9317EuclidN.E.
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WITH THIS COUPON

99¢

REDEEM AT1830LOMAS.ATYALE
ires Jan. 31 1977

Golf, Beginning

. HOURS:
11:00 AM '1"0 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM.
FRI.&SAT.

Govt. Contract Administration[, Il
Crowing Gourds For Fun and Pro.fit
Historic Archoologyt Field Session
H!.tocy ol N.M. ru>d S. W, (1821-1977)
Homemade Breads
Home Maintenance Bastes
lee Skating
Indlvlduallncome Tax Returns
Indoor Plants
InveMing in Modern Securities Mkt.
Invitation to Philosophy
Jewelry Making
Landscape Painting
LegislatOrs, Lobbyists and Laws
Middle·Easfcrn Cuisine
Middle-Eastern Dancing

"

SCUBA Diving
Sex EdUcation in the Family

Exploring the Universe

J
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Shakespeare's Comjc Characters
Snowshoeing
_.
Solar .E:nergyin the Home
Spanish Ii II~ III, IV, V
Speed Reading
SpringRunoffTrout Flshlng
The Story of Albuquerque
Supervisory Techniques
Swimmfngi,II
T'al Chi Cll'uan
Third Reich~ Could It Happen Again
Tr.Pclng Yollr Family Tree
Volkswagen Maintenance
Watercolor ·
Weavlngs andWallhanglngs I, II
Welding
Western O.;x:ultlsm
WildfloWers Of New Mexico
Winter Trout Flshlngln N·M·
Women's tUe-Womcit's Work

WoodwoHdng
Wrltfng FRII::ion
Writing For Publication
WrltfngPoetiy

Yoga,Hatbai,II

Free Community College Bulletin
available now at 805 Yale, NE ·
Classes start the weeks of January 24 and 31
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Physical Fitness Program
Piano I
PlnnnlngFdr Retirement
Plumbing and Electrlcal Repairs
Portuguc:lc 1
Problem Sol\•1ng Techniques
Real .Estate For the Investor
Rcwrder, Beginning
Russian l
Sant:t Fe Opera 1977
Science Fiction

Chlnew Brush Painting
Communications Eli:pcricncC'S
Contemporary Busketry
Cooking With Natural Foods

• Introductory Lesson ~30· 00

1:

••
••
••
••
•

.. .

Photo&rraphy Techniques

Certified Prof. Secretary Review II
Changing Role.~: 1977
Chess Basic.~

·

•

~u~

Oil Techniques
Oriental Cooking
Oriental Landsct~pe Drawing
Parent Erfcctivencss Training
Patchwork and Quilting I, II
Personal Architcdure
Photography Fundamentals

Bullfighting
Calligraphy
Cancer!
Ceramics I, If

•
••
••
••
to
•
all students ••
••
••
••
•
CAl·ART [ffi((](Jj~[[~
Art and Drafting Supplies

..

Basic Hand tool Carpentry
Bicycle Repair

Dynam lcs of BusfProf Speaking
Embroidery: A New Approach
8xpl<lratio11S In Childhood

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOIII,IAS AT YALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

••
•• 10X discount

I

..

Modern I ,an·ce
Nci,• Games Workshop
Non· Loom Weaving

Drawing For Beginners

OFFER!

..................,

"Jennifer," a powerful rocker'
about a girl trapped between two
worlds; "A child in her mother's
. h t. ..
eyes but a woman every mg
The Stygians (Dennis DeYoung,
Chuck and John Panozzo, James·,
Young and Tommy Shaw) have two
numbers, "Crystal Ball'.' and "This
She is an emotional writerOld Man," thap slow down the musician blending her feelings, • .
COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMATT I CHARTPAK
•
ART & CRAFT SUPPLtESIOAAFTING SUPPLIES I PICTURE FRAMING
pace a bit. The tunes are a fusion of thoughts, opinions, and everything
2510 CENTRAL AVENUE, S.E. ALBUOUEROUE, N.M. 87106, 265·3733
melodic ballad and rock energy that else into a song. Definitely making
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
proved be successful for such it an invitation to listen.
groups as Queen, Uriah Heep and
!'···••:,:••:,:••:s••:t=.••~··:t.:••:e:••:e:....~...:,.:...:!;••.:t,;••=e;•• ·.···~··:t.:."~'·~··:!:••::t:••~·r.e:··=e;••~··;t;":!:'":t.:'•=e;•·=e;~·:,.;••.:t;••:e:••:.t:••:e;'~
Kansas (American group).
.
(1~""":"4t
.•.• •·•·• ...........................................................................
~------------~
The piano solo sets the mood for ~,,~
.
:. ~
~,~
"Ballerina" that starts slow and ~~
~~
builds to a powerful climax with :~~~~=
~,~
,,~
intense jamming to the end.
1
•11
•
•
~~
~
Rate the LP an A.

Adobe Design ar~d Construclion
AutomollileMalntenancc
Ballroom Dancin~ I. Jl

Data Procc.o;.dng: An IntroductiOn

i· Advanced Instruction
Hang Glider Sales
Hang Glider Repairs

Delicatessen (on campus Quality)
Sweet Shop (Scrumptious Ice Cream and Dese1'ts)
Pronto's (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner ... and Fast)
Cafeteria (Lunch)
and of course:
Casa Del Sol
(still the best Mexican Food in town)

I found "Song for Sharon"
engrossing because, just when I
thought I had it figured out,. she
would throw me for a loop-with a
word or another phrase-that I
couldn't possibly see any connection to.
The best thing to do with any
Joni Mitchell tune or album is to
listen to it while not doing much of
anything a couple of times. After a
while, it makes more sense and a
listener enjoys it more.
What is interesting to note is that
when she progressed more to rock
in the '70's with "You Turn Me On
I'm a Radio," "Big Yellow Taxi,"
her music was more popularly
played on the radios and she was
more easily identified with her
music. But once she got in more
soul-searching songs-"Refuge of
the Roads" (another cut off the
album) she wasn't splashed on the
radio every five minutes.
If J oni Mitchell is already a
favorite, this album will be appreciated. One reason: a listener
has already tailored herself to her
music. But if she has not yet entered
herself in your record collection,
give it a chance, don't reject the
album off the stereo or pass it by in
a store for another album because it
gets a little heavy at times.

how she comes up 'Yith a tune. I
was slightly disappointed, though,
(and a little bored) at the angle she
took on this particular album.
Usually she has much more variety,

Community College
Spring 1977
Non-Credit Course Schedule

D.H. Lawrence In New Mexico

SPECIAL COUPON

SUB

and a person who has never listened
to her before would appreciate her
music and could easily find
something to relate to.
This album tends to be mundane
in places, but it definitely has good
songs, too: "A Strange Boy,"
"Song for Sharon," ''Blue Motel
Room.''
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Look What's New at the
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Cross Country Skiing

Lesson includes use of glider, minimum ofjiveflights,
transportation to and from flight area, ground
school, flight simulator, films, personal instruction.

on earth triggered her to relate her
life to that of a "Coyote" {one of
the cuts off her album).
I suppose there was an incident
or impression left in her mind at
one time or another that caused her
to use a "Coyote" or a "Black
Crow" (another cut off the album)
as the base of a song to come.
It is nothing short of astonishing
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"The best comedy Britain has sent in years." Clive Barnes N.Y. Times
"A Funhouse of Absurdity" Jack Kroli-Newsweek
"Staggeringly Funny" Kalern-TimeMagazine
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Tickets Available at Popejoy Hall and
all other Ticket Master Outlets.
This show is on your subscriptions.
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Thursday, January 27- 8:15P.M.
Tickets $7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00
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Ron Tomme & Tudi Wiggins-. "Love of Life"
Patricia Conwell & Tony Craig- "Edge of Night"
Julia Barr - "All My Children"
Bernard Barrow- "Ryan's Hope"
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Good Show, Vortex!

,.:::, .
By Joel White
what point san.ity is considered lost.
•
The Vortex theatre's latest
The element of absurd theatre
2 production, "Two Acts For Four comes through the point where the
,5 Actors," opened Friday night to a burglar (portrayed by Art Cook) is
>. small, yet attentive, audience.
a part of the man's world. What,
'@
Featuring
two
thought- then, are the parameters?
· 0 provoking one-acts, The Vortex has
Hildesheimer's script is excellent,
8 proven once again that it doesn't and the performers were successful
·~ take a $2000 budget and a 40-foot in conveying its impact: although at
;:E proscenium arch to produce an times it seemed that the script ruled
::= evening of ~njoyable and talented where the performer should have
theatre.
taken the initiative.
- . Joseph Toulouse, director of
Luigi Pirandello's "The Man
;:; both plays, opened the evening with · With the Flower in His Mouth"
li't "Nightpicce," an hour long ab- was the second play of the evening.
~ surdist tragi-comedy by Wolfgang
It is a short, message laden script
Hildesheimer.
with a story analogous to two ships
As with many people, theatre of passing in the night; when, at point
the absurd is unnerving to me. (It's 'of contact, something is exchanged.
like trying to put your key in the
The plot, in this manner,
lock of your car door when you're •surrounds the meeting between the
stone drunk.) For this reason, I man with the flower in his mouth
consider it one of the most difficult and a commuter who has missed his
forms of theatre to present; and train.
when presented well, it can be a
Dave Fitzgibbons, portraying the
most thought provoking ex- commuter, and Joseph Toulouse,
as the man, both deliver poignant
perience.
"Nightpiece" is a one act play ·performances, quickly assuming
about a man who wants to get to their characters as this short play
sleep and a burglar. The man, required. Almost immediately, the
convincingly portrayed by Mark audience was allowed to enter the
Hetelson, is a study in the sanity of minds of the characters and seek to
dealing with life's problems; and at justify what they were saying.

z

..

Risque to Innocent:
Cabaret is Cabaret

Review .by Lynne Moyer
One thing is certain about the
Pegasus Productions play now
appearing at the Hilton's Cabaret
Lounge: the audience either enjoys
it immensely or walks out.
The diversity of feelings for this
play, Jacques Brei is A live and Well
and Living in Paris!, is caused by
the lyrics of the author, Jacques
Brei, which range from risque to
innocent tinged with bittersweet.
Actually, Brei guides the
audience along the scale of human
emotions ranging from poignant
love songs to a tongue-in-cheek
_ photo bySho.11 King
spoof on standing in Army lines for
Cabatet Featute
everything from physicals to food.
Both of these plays are similar in
I found myself wishing for a
their explicit study of the in- couple of instant replays so I could
teraction between two people. catch all the hidden innuendoes
Where, in the former, the boun- contained in the individual songs.
daries of sanity were in question,
Many of the songs included an
the latter views the extent of in- abundance of four-letter words and
teraction itself.
were almost vaudevillian in
"Two Acts For Two Actors" can character. The actors employed
be seen again Jan. 21-22 and 28-30 some excellent pantomimes and
and for those of you who don't innovative facial expressions which
already know, The Vortex theatre is tended to increase the power of the
at 106A Vassar SE across from the lyrics.
University,
A young ·couple in their 20's on

..

11CIIOJlb3YHTe
cBoe 3HaHwre
J.iHOCTpaHHOPO

my left walked out at the intermission because they were
"offended" by some of the
vocabulary, while a couple in their
late 40's on my right congratulated
the director, Scott McCoy, and said
they thoroughly enjoyed it.
Evidently, age makes no difference
with this play; instead your personal frame of referens:.e will
determine whether you enjoy
·Jacques Brei.
The cast is talented, their voices
mesh well, and they seem to be
working hard to make the play a
hit. If you would like to do
something different one night this
month, and won't be offended by
some appropriately placed fourletter words, you may want to catch
the production of Jacques Brei is
Alive and Well and Living in Paris.
The play will be appearing
through January, and ticket information may be obtained by
calling 345-8339.

New Book
Fot AnQyQ
Rudolfo Anaya's second novel,
Heart of Aztlan, could have taken
place in any one of hundreds of
American cities where poverty,
oppression, racial strife and fear
prevail. But Anaya chose the barrio
in Albuquerque in the mid 1950s
for his setting.

Hot Licks From Kiss
By George Gesner
For some, it was their very first
KISS, as a predominantly young
crowd of 10,000 strong witnessed
the invasion of the KISS army into
Tingley Coliseum Tuesday night.
The throng of Kiss worshippers
came prepared with p_ainted faces,
Kiss shirts, flame throwers and an
incessant hysteria that had been
building up waiting (or that final
moment to burst.
Then cam~ a blinc;ling light, a
crashing explosion. and all eyes
looked up to see four creatures
equipped ·with black and silver
armor higher than the crowd itself.
The cast included Gene Simmons, a ghastly fusion of Bela
Lugosi and a prehistoric lizard, on
bass guitar; Peter Criss, the feline
of felicity and fury on drums; Paul
Stanley, the rhythm guitarist with
stars in his eyes and lead guitarist
Ace Frehley direct from the rings of
Saturn.
Kiss deafened the crowd with
their big hits "Detroit Rock City,"
"I Want You," "Ladies Room"
and "Rock 'n' Roll All Night."
The audience didn't seem to
mind the group's lack of variety as
they grinded out their rock 'n'
drone.
·
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Anaya, assistant professor of
English, built his story around the
railroad. "Most of the railroads iri
the Southwest were built with
Mexican-American labor," he said.
''Times were hard after the Korean
war and farmers and ranchers came
from small towns throughout New
Mexico to find work. Heart of
Aztlan is the story of a man who is
forced to leave his land to live in the
barrio and to find dignity in the
strike-ridden railroad vards.

"It is also the story of a man who
loses his position as head of his·
family but in time experiences a
vision that not only returns his selfrespect but enables him to serve as a
leader of his people."
Anaya als<J wrote the awardwinning novel Bless Me, Ultima.
He says, "Aztlan is not a sequel to
the first book, but there <~.re similar
themes in both works. Ultima
studied the loss of innocence of a
child as he approached manhood.
There is a similar 'rite of passage' in
the second book."
Published by Editorial Justa
Publications Incorporated of
Berkeley, Calif., Heart of Aztlan
offers some parallels between the
main character and some actual
Chicano leaders but Anaya says his
work is purely "fictional and any
similarities are coincidental.

'•,'\-

Anaya's knowledge ol the barno,
however, is not fictional. One of
ten-children, he was born in Santa
Rosa and lived in the barrio in
Albuquerque for four years. He
was one of two children in his
family to attend college and earned
his undergraduate and master's
degrees at UNM.

Introducing

The Fro Shop
Hair Care &
Beauty Cosmetics

Carrying Such Lines As
• Sulphur-a
• Sta Sot Fro

-

• Esirg
• Ambi

·Mon-Fri 10:30- 7:30
Sat 11:00- 7:oo
521 V2 Central SE
242-3651

Uriah Heep: Box & Lawton

The show had the makings of one
of the best visual shows ever to hit
Albuquerque.
The fans came to see the visual
affair; they should have left their
ears at home.
To see Simmons blasting fiery
balls of flame into the darkness,
dripping 'stage blood from his
mouth atop a castle perch, and his
writhing tongue rotating towards
the young fans in reptilian fashion
. was an adventure in itself.
Among the dry ice fog and
fleeting flames, Stanley smashed his
guitar topieces-ajust reward.
The band's encore was a
disappointment.
Criss came on stage alone to sing
a pseudo-live version of the
group's big hit "Beth."
Obviously the band was too
heavy to tone down to a number
that mellow.
· Kiss was an experience one's not
likely to forget.
The crowd was blitzed and had to
face the reality of returning home
to readjust their ears.
The show was opened by the new
Uriah Hee p (the basic sound style
of the group is unchanged), admirably with a more sophisticated
and melodic brand of hard rock.

The group relied on their old
songs to take up most of the hour
such as "July Morning,"
''Stealin','' ''Gypsy,'' ''Wizard,''
"Sweet Lorraine" and "Easy
Living."
It was the brand new numbers
from the upcoming Firefly album
that sparked interest.
The band unleashed an exciting
and harmonic double lead in
"Sympathy," an entrancing threepart harmony in the title song and
an all-out boogie in "Who Needs
Me."
Look in Wednesday's LOBO for
an interview with Uriah Heep.

Welcome
back!

Did you know ...
PARIS is clearing out a
large group of casual
and dressy shoesl

"New" Fare
For Exh i.b it
An exhibit of paintings, prints,
draWi)1gS
and
photographs
representing
American·
art
movements from 1875 to 1975 will
open at the Art Museum in the Fine
Arts Center at UNM Tuesday,
January 18, and will continue
through February 20.
Housed in both the upper and
lower galleries, the show will include examples of impressionism,
fauvism, the influence of German
expressionism,
cubism,
the
American scene, surrealism,
constructivism, American abstract
expressionism and the recent
developments of pop, op and
photo-realism.
Among the artists represented in
the exhibition are Childe Hassam,
Alexander Archipencko, Josef
Albers, Robert Arneson, George
Bellows, Thomas Hart Benton,
William Gropper, David Hap11
An exhibit of paintings, prints,
drawings
and. photographs
r~presenting
American
art
movements from 1875 ~o 1975 will
open at the Art Museum in the Fine
Arts Center at UNM Tuesday,
January 18, and will continue
through February 20.
The museum is open Tuesday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and on Sunday from 1 to 5
p.m.

Klss:Gene Simmons & Ace Fteshley
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PRICE
Choose from such famous brands as
Trampeze, Bass, Bandolino, Cover Girl,
Dexter and AmaHi, to mention a few.

Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall

Room105
Open 8:30 a.m to 4:30 pm The deadline for
the next day's paper is 3:00 p.m. Classified
advertising Is not taken by telephone. Please
bring your ads to Marron Hall Room 105, or
mail them to: Classified Advertising, UNM Box20
University of N.M., Alb., N.M. 87131

fine shoes
DOWNTOWN • WINROCK • MONTGOMERY PLAZA
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255-6424
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GREAT TAPE
A GREAT PRICE!
THf mOD TAPf~
BY CAPITa®

By John Griego.
Last Monday night the Japanese
gymnasts from Nippon University
invaded the infamous "Pit" and
defeated the UNM men's gymnastic
team 218.8 to 212.55.
UNM put up a gallant effort
against the more taiented Japanese

Rebel Spurt
Beats Lobos

sugg, list price

8 TRACK BLANK
CARTRIDGES
4 - PAK SPECIAL

thus offsetting Steve Ortiz's firstplace vault finish.

The Japanese showed then
superior strength as all four of their
entries in. the floor exercise event
scored better than a 9.0 on a 0-ten
scale.

Although Ortiz placed second in
the parallel bars and horizontal bar, •0
Nippon continued to stretch its lead ';'
and finished well ahead of the g
aspiring Lobos.
"'

But UNM ohowed its poise by
coming. back to 'vin the pommel
horse event as UNM' s John Eberle
notched the highest score 'of the
night by posting a9.55.
However the Japanese were not
to be outdone as they came
charging back to sweep the rings,

There were also some fine -;_
exhibitions given by two members ~
of the 1976 Japanese Olympic -1
team. Hisato lngarashi and Hiroji
Kajiyama and an 11-year-old
Albuquerque girl, KeUy Chaplin,
who did a very impressive floor
exercise routine.

GENERAL
ASU's Tony Zeno goes up for· a shot over Lobo forward
Willie Howard.

their running game going.
The Sun Devils had their largest
lead of the night at 27-21 when
Dulaine Harris hit a jumper from
the top of the key. The Lobos
bounced right back to tie it up at
27-27 with Cooper hitting two free
throws to knot the score.

on a layup by Johnson. Dan Davis
increased the lead to 70-67 when he
hit a sweeping layup on a drive
down the lane. The Lobes never
trailed again as the teams traded
scores the rest of the way.

Playing a goad game inside for
the Lobos was reserve center Wil
With the game tied at 31-31, Reid Smiley who was intimidating inside
hit two baskets in a row to give the on defense as he blocked five shots.
Lobes the lead. Reid also scored the ;- .
last points of the half when he made ... .
. Daily lob.o: . ·
: ..
a layup with 12 seconds left in the
first half to give the Lobos a 43-37
lead when the teams went to the
lockerroom.
..
'

.\

~
,_.

G PARTS

photo bv V'endlell T.

Lobo gymnast John Bernal does a handstand on the rings
in the meet against the Japanese.

ID Validation ·Needed

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Toyota- Datsun
Porsche- VW

"

Complete Volkswagon Mo.chine Shop

,

. •••Sports. ·,

-

$8.99 mfrs.
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All-Stars as the Lobos won the
vaulting and pommel horse events
while staying relatively close to the
All-Stars in ail the other events.

~1

The s~cond half started with both
teams trading baskets until ASU
scored six straight points, tying the
game 53-53 on a tip-in by Tony
Zeno at 13:33. At the start of the
half both teams came out of the
lockerroom rested and they were
both getting up and down the court
fast.

.. "

Lobos Survive· Nippon Invasion ~z
Bus Japanese Gymnasts Win ~

By David Belling

Four clutch free throws by
Michael Cooper in the last 30
seconds of the game sewed up the
victory as the Lobos defeated
Arizona State, 85-81, in the Pit
Saturday night.
With the Lobos leading, 81-79,
CoQper went to the line with 29
seconds left in the game to shoot a
one and one. He promptly swished
two shots, scoring what proved to
be the winning points.
With nine seconds left in the
game Cooper was fouled again,
With the Lobos ahead 83-81,
Cooper again went to the line to
shoot a one and one and he calmly
hit two free throws to put the
clamps on the Lobo victory.
The Lobo offense was led by
Cooper and Marvin Johnson who
tied for game scoring honors with
25 points each. Both had superb
nights at the free throw line as they
each hit II of 12 attempts.
Early in the game the Lobos
jumped out to a 10-4 lead with
Johnson and Billy Reid each getting
two quick baskets.
UNM then had its only scoring
drought of the evening as the ASU
Sun Devils scored 10 straight points
to take a 14-10 lead. Mark Landsberger led the surge with eight
straight points for ASU as they got

I
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Free Th,rovvs Beat ASU

For
jb;~~) and Crafts in a comfortable atmosphere
go to 2000 Central, S.E., across from UNM
Reasonable Prices .. , , , . Custom Orders
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The Sun Devils came back to take
the lead 61-60 on a free throw by
James Holliman. Holliman led the
devils in scoring with 24 points. The
Lobos came back to take the lead
66-65 on a turnaround jump shot
by Cooper from the key.
The Lobos finally took the lead
for good with 5:43 left in the game

Smiley also pulled down eight
rebounds before fouling out of the
game.
UNM Coach Norm Ellenberger
used only seven players in the game
which is the fewest he has used all
season.

2935 Monte Vista NE 265-3681
10% Discount With Thjs Ad

Frontliner Landsberger grabbed
20 rebounds and scored 22 points,
usually from in close to the basket,
forASU.
Willie Howard led the Lobes in
rebounding with 10 boards.
The victory evens the Lobes'
Western Athletic Conference
record at 1-1. The Lobos will play
their last non-conference game on
Jan. · 18 when they host Eastern
New Mexico University at 7:30
p.m. in UNM Arena.

CLIMB THE

•

sugg. list price

ON
SALE

NOW

•Pick up two of these outstanding
C-90 cassettes now, and get the
third one FREE.
•i:xtra high output/low noise
formulation.
•No limit per customer while the
supply lasts ... hurry in today!·
•Also special Bonus offer on unique
cassette storage system.
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Air Force ROTC can give
more value to your college
years and help you pay for
your schooling at the same
time. You can compete for a
two, three, or four-year Air
Force ROTC scholarship that
will pay you $100 a month
and pay for your tuition,
books and lab fees, too.
Plus, there's flight lnstruoctlo
for those who qualify, a corn"misslon as a second lieutenant after graduation, then
responsibility and challenge
in an Air Force job.
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Brigham Young. Shuts· Out Lobo Wrestlers·

Granados said, "We just weren't
~· The UNM wrestling team was not wrestling. I really didn't think BYU
~ granted a stay of execution by the was going to be that tough."
Granados said he felt that BYU
..:::, r,tate of Utah, as Brigham Young
was
more aggressive and cited three
University
shut
out
the
Lobos
40-0
0
injuries
on the Lobo squad as
.g Friday night at Johnson Gym.
contributing
factors for the Lobos'
~
The dual meet was the Lobos'
• ..2:· first shutout in ten years and their poor performance.
"We should be doing better and I
'@ fifth loss of the season.
~ Wrestling Assistant Coach Lew think once we get our three injured
•

By Marty Zimberoff
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Ro.te$: 15 cents pet word pet do.y, one dollo.t minimum. Advertisements run five ot mote consecutive do.ys with no cho.nges,
nine cents p~t wotd pet do.y (no terunds If cancelled before five Insertions). Cio.sslfied o.dvettlsements must be po.ld In o.dvo.nce.
ffio.tton· Ho.ll Room 131 ot by mo.ll to : Clo.sslfled Advertising, UNm
Box 20, Albuquerque, Nffi 87131.

Personals

Services

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming,
Taught by art-oriented professional, No history,
chemistry of esthetics-just saolid shoaling
techniques, lenses, individual instruction and heavy

practice in e;tcellent darkroom. Absolute beginners to
intermediate, Weekly lectures, critiques, field trips.
Expensive but intensiVe. Limited to ten very serious
people. Call A-Photographer, 265-2444 for mutual
interview. 2/4
•
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
<;:ustom black and white processing, printing. Finegrain or push~proc:essing of film, Contact sheets or
custom proofs. High quality enlargements, mounting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, Advice if asked,
A-Photographer, 265-2444. J/21
PASSPORT, lMMIORATION, I.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Ca11265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have friends
who care at birthright. 247-9819 1/31
KAFKA AND CREATIVITY in English. M,W,F,
9:30-10:20. German 336, Comparative Lit. l/21
AGORA is UNM's crisis center. We're here to listen.
Call us-277-3013, or come by the NW comer of
MesaVistaHall. 1/21
STAR TREK CONVENTION: discount tickets
available at SUB Box Office, 1/21
BAKERY CAFE REOPENING. Special this week
only: free cup of coffee/tea with meal. New menu for
tl1is semester. 118 Yale SE. 1/21
HANG GLIDING is growing, safe and fun. Learn to
fly right here in Albuquerque with the Get Hy Flight
SChool. 299-2679. 1/24
UNM BOOKSTORE TEXT RETURNS policy: last
day for spring semester text returns Feb.l2. You must
have student J.D. Books mUst be in condition as
purchased, 1/21
TONITE AT UNM Bookstore, shop ti17:00 & avoid
thecrowds. I/18
RUDOLFO ANAYA Heart of Azrlan now at
UNM Bookstore. 1/21

Lobos Lose Opener

Lost & Found

Every Rock, Soul,·Disco,
Folk And Blues Album
In The Store Is On Sale Now
At The Best Price In Town!

66
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Classifieds

men back on their feet we will be a
full strength team once again,"
Granados said.
The Lobo grapplers had to
forfeit their 118-lb. match to BYU,
Earlier in the· week they had to use a
118 pounder to wrestle the 126-lb.
class against California State
(Fullerton) because Lobo Butch
Escalante was injured.
BYU's Sam Orme took a
superior decision over Maurice
Sanchez at 126, Lamar Boyer
decisioned Lotio Scott McClelland ·
at 134 and John Mecham
decisioned Lobo Gary Hines at 142.
Layne Dalley decisioned UNM's
Bob Putz at 150. David Hansen
decisioned Lobo Brian O'Connor
at 158. BYU's Gene Patch
decisioned ·Lobo Jeff Peterson at
167 and Brad Hansen decisioned
UNM's Sean O'Connor at 177.
BYU's Ror;y Needs took a 16-3
Photo by Phyllis Kushner
superior decision over Lobo Paul
A Brigh;;Jm Young wrestler takes down a Lobo Vl(restler.
Marfiz and in heavyweight action
UNM's Tom Ryan was pinned by
Scott Jepsen with 4:09 left in the
match after Ryan gave up his 7-0
By Russ Parsons
lead over Jepsen.
point Harris hit four straight field
New Mexico only lost Thursday goals, taking Arizona from an 18The victory put 12th ranked BYU
at 4-3 for the season and UNM is night's Western Athletic Con- 15 deficit to a 23-18lead.
ference opening basketball game by
now 2-5 in dual meets.
But the Lobos came back,
it
may
as
well
have
two
points,
but
UNM's clash with BYU marked
outscoring Arizona 20-8 until going
into the lockerroom at the half
the first Western Athletic Con- been40.
The Lobos played -listlessly and down only 41-40. S11bstitute guard
ference match for UNM ,
were
beaten by Arizona in almost Danny Davis ignited UNM in the
The Lobo grapplers take on
every
aspect of the game on the way streak with six points, all coming
Colorado State tonight at 7:30 in
to
a
89-87loss.
inside.
Johnson Gymnasium.
The Wildcats' most noticeable
Arizona was continuously
advantage was in rebounding where pounding the boards in this streak
Bob "Big Bird" Elliot and Phil but could never seem to pull down a
Taylor combined for 25 boards. rebound· as the ball just kept
UNM lost the team battle 50-43 but caroming back off the board.
the margin seemed far wider to
The Wildcats came back strong
most observers.
in the second half, taking a 10-point
Forward Willie Howard was lead at 9;19.
UNM's leading rebounder with
But Smiley hit a close jumper,
nine. He also did a creditable job of
defending the 6' -1 0" Elliot, holding Cooper got a jumper off a fast
break and Johnson stole the ball
him to only nine points.
and
took it in for a layup to pull
Taylor picked up the inside slack
UNM
within four points at 71-67 in
though as he garnered 22 points and
45
seconds.
only
incredible Herman Harris got 24
Arizona
took a time out but
points, mostly on long, arching
Smiley scored again at 7:09 on a tip
shots.
Marvin Johnson led Lobo scorers to make the score 71-69. Harris put
with 22 points, followed by in one of his bombs and Elliot made
Howard and Billy Reid with 15 a layup to give Arizona what apapiece, Wil Smiley with 12 and peared to be a safe six point lead.
Michael Cooper with 11 .
But the Lobos kept coming back
Arizona jumped out to a 33-20 as Reid and Howard made back-tolead with 7:46 left in the first half, hack baskets at :40 and :29 to make
largely due to the efforts of Harris it a two point game. Gary Harrison
who had I 0 points in a four minute made a pair of free throws and
span. The 'Cats outscored UNM Johnson hit a layup as the buzzer
18-5 in taking the lead and shut the sounded to make the final margin
Lobos out for five minutes. At one two points.
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FOUND: MEN'S GLOVES In Journalism bldg.
Claim in rm. 131, Marron Hall. 1/21
REWARD FOR RETURN OF Texas Instruments
SR·51A calculator. Lost during finals, just west of
canipus. Call Dana at 281-5157, 1121

A Fine Selection Of
Imported Rock LPs,
T -Shirts Blank Tapes,
Posters And Accessories.

Ride The

Comparable savings on higher-priced
albums and. tapes.

TYPING, lst QUALITY, elite. 883-7787,

212

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color ·rv•s, tape decks, stereo, am·
plificrs, auto radios. Install burgla.r alarms. lOo/o
discount for studer.ts with ID's. Quick service. Used TV's for sale. 2/10

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Ca11
Proressional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200, tfn
IMPORTED CAR OWNERS: Pride Motors offers
complete, reliable service and repalr of all imporled
cars. 529 Wyoming SE, Tues-Sat, 256·1763. 1/21
TYPING M.A. EN'GLISH. Selectric on campus, 2968564, 2/4
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST Call Ruth, 266-4770.
Manuscript, Business, Medical, Legal. 1/21
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imagination. 898·5977. 2/11
PAINTING:
RESIDENTIAL,
10-YEARS
Experience. Call Wes Orltt, 255-1890 after 5. l/21
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical
Program offers' legal services for students and starr.
Furnished by qualified law students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose assets
and income do not exceed established guidelines,
$1.00 registration fee. Call277-2913 for Information
and appointments Sponsored by Associated Students
ofUNM. 1/17

For Sale
67-DODGE POLARA NEEDS work, take best offer.
Call898-1835 after 5 PM. 1120
66 VW CREAMPUFF, 19,000 on new engine, 28,000
totali one owner, sunroof, snowtires, $1395. Days,
766·7962; evenings, 266--1328. 1/20
NEW SHIPMENT OF ISO Bertin bicycles plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles, 8439378, tfn
1964 VOLVO 122S: good condition, excellent
transportation, $700.00. 898..(}201, 268-\652. 1/21
1 UTILlTY TRAILER & I camping trailer. Best
offer, after 6 PM, 242-2211. 1/24

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's & all electronic equipment.
JOo/o discount for studenlS with ID's. Used TV's for
sale. 2110
SMITH CORONA GALAXIE DELUXE portable
typewriter, hard case, power _space, 84 character,
jeweled main bearing. $40.00,293-4389. l/21
68 VW CAMPER with all equipment. Call 842-1326
arter S. 1121
67 CHEVY CHEVELLE. Runs good, automatic,
Makeof(l!r, 256-7285. l/21
RALEIGH tO-SPEED girls bicycle. Excellent condition. $80.00,256-7285, l/21
1968 FORD: for sale. Needs fender, bumper & hood.
Has good motor, tires & transmission. Any
reasonable offer, 255-7534. 1/21
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAYS UNCLAIMED: Brand
new Sansui, Sherwood, Kenwood, Plonecr; turntables, cassettes, B-lrack reforders, Starting from
$89.00 wlth all the goodies. 255-1535. 1/21
COLOR TV, 25" screen, color & tint control,
Assume 5 payments of $JO or SSO cash, no Interest.
255-1534. 1/21
DUE TO DIVORCE: Brand new 1977 Kirby vacuum
cleaner, new guarantee. Assumr: paymc:nls of $7.47 a
month. 255·1535. J/21
FOR REPAIR BILL: Zigzag sewing machine. Makes
buttonholes, decorative stitches, blind hems. $27.00
cash or take ovr:r payments of$6.00 per month. 2557534. !121

Ride a Luxurious New Sun-Tran Bus
to Campus Because...W e like going places with you!
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For Rent

The Albuquerque chapter of NOW hns mo1·ed its
plnet: to 107 Oirarq NE. All.people intereslcd
arc: lnviled to atteml the lllttlings Which are l1dd the
first nnd third friday of each mom h.
m~ling

FURNISHED 2 room apartment: stove, refrlg. 7th &
Fruit SW, S 105/mo. Call765-4454-, 1120
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT: Near UNM, laundry,
grocery, Completely furnished, 5130.00/mo., 345~
5138 ~ves. 1/18
ROOMMATE WANTED: 400 lith Street NW, Apt,
6, $135.00. 1/18
ROOMMATE WANTED: 3 bedrooms, 1011$
minutes from campus, $75.00/mo., preferably nonsmoker. 873-1354 anytimearter 5:00. 1/17
ROOMMATE WANTED: 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fireplace, bus service. $100.00, no utilities, Mike, 243·
739.5. 1117

Problems using lhe libmry? There Is n course to
acquaint )'QU with library resources and mare ef~
fectlve wa)'S: or using them-.General Studies 399, one
credit hour. Contact Cnrol Hutc:hins, Zimmerman
Ubrary for information.

Employment
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Delta Sigma PI business fraternity h holding a rush
C9ffec from 10~ Wednesday Jan. 19 1 room 112,
Business Sthool. All business and economic students
welcome.

'-<

All Nati\'e Americans 1 Kiva Club ~cholarshlps nrc
available. Apply at: Nalh•e AmcrlC'Illl Studies, 1812
Las Lomas NE.
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SUMMER JOBS; OVER 200,000 in nil SO statesyour money back If you don't obtain yours thru our
comprehensin: catalogUe. Send $2 to: Sumchoice,
Box 645, State College, PA 16801. Act now for best
selection. 1/17
·PA-RT-TIME/FULL-TIME Sales lntervlewins. lQ.-30
flexible hours. Exceptional income opportunities for
business men, women, community workers and
teachers. Degree not required. For interview call 2966612 between 6 PM - 9 PM. Marshall Field f~mily
owned en~erprise. (L-89). 1120
CLERK-INTERVIEWER: Some travel & split shifts,
days & evenings. Looking for warm, caring person to
interview family planning patients, bi-lingual
preferred. Call Norma orCarolat26S-5976 by 1/18,
5 PM. EOE m/f, 1/18
$5 PER HOUR PLUS. Our firm will be approving
ten people in the Albuquerque area, who will earn at
least $5 per hr. & possibly as much as $30 per hr.
Students, you can go to· school full time & still work.
For full details call now: 1-602-623-015"6,
Lumlflex. 1117
ENTERTAINERS WANTED: All types (musicians,
magicians, mentalists, comics, etc.) at the Grinder
Factory. See Bob for audition, Ycm will be
paid. 1/19
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: The Marine
Corps has openings for Freshmen, Sophomores,
Juniors, and Seniors interested in obtaining a
commission as a 2nd Lt. after graduation from
college. All training requirements are completed
during the summer and earnings will range between
$703.35 and $1,172.25. Starting annual salary as a
2nd Lt. will range from $10,552 to$13,180 depending
on marital status and prior milltery service, if any.
Aviation, ground, and Law options arc available. Get
details from the Marine Officer Selection Team in the
Student Union Bldg. on Jan. 17 and 18, from ~AM~
2PM, or cal1766·2816, 766-3387, l/18
A COURSE OF ACTION ... Alr Force ROTC. If
you've got two ncademic years remaining in school
(graduate or undergraduate) look into our'AFROTC
programs. It's one way of planning fora good future.
Get all the details today by contacting the UNM
Studies atl901 Las Lomas,

A founh section of De-sinning Ballroom Dtwcc has
ope-ned, P.E. 124-004 meel$ T·Th, at 9·9;50 n.m. In
Jotm~on Gym 176.

Copyrip;ht 1976 Gahan Wil~oll. ThP.
Registf'r and Trlbur>t:'B,Yildieatc.

-.:]

Sorority Rush starts Jnn. 23. Applic<~tions due 12
noon, Jnn. 21. For more informni.lon pn(l npplicatlons, call or come by the student Activities Centcr(277-4706) New Mexico Unlm1 llldg,, 2nd lloor ,or
call277-4006.

Quality clothing for
outdoors people

242! SAN PEDRO, N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO !71 f 0

PllllME 266-8115

Welcome to UNM
Relax Your I.D. Covers

•

FREE CHECKING
at

CITIZENS BANK

University Bus Passes
$28/Semester or $8/Month

l

I

ASUNM PEG
PRESENTS THE

1
!

1
I
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A special booth will be set up at the
UNM Bookstore to issue the bus passes
on Jan. 17, 18 and 19 at 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

IFree bus schedules will be available. I

j

i

j

These sale prices will be offered for a limited time only!
. OPEN SEVEN DAYS A :WEEK 9 'TIL MIDNIGHT.

AND

AMBROSIA
SUNDAY, JAN. 23, 1977 • 8=00 P.M.
JOHNSON GYM
TICKETS AT SUB BOX OFFICE • POPEJOY HALL•DILLARD'S
GENERAL STORE o LPGOODBUY I EUBANK!
RECORD WORLD !MONTGOMERY PLAZA I

•••••

!l

No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just bring a student
1.0. to· Citizens Bank, and receive a FREE Checking Account
Service that includes free Bank-by-Mail with postage paid both
ways. Why pay for somethihg you can get FREE ..
This Offer Includes: Faculty, Staff, Employees... Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

!

I

l'

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.

f

(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)- ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL 6:00

3 Full Service Banks
Cali 766-7830 for additional
information.

d> fDIE

Phone 298-8777

2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE CITIZENS BANK
1213 San Pedro, NE
OF ALBUGlUERGUE
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Carter Administration Evolves .

By Robert R. Lee
Robert MeN amara, Air F9rce
For the past two months,
Secretary under Johnson . and a
,.::_ President~elect Jimmy Carter has
member of the U.S. Strategic Arms
been struggling with the problem
Limitations Talks delegation since
..g that has traditionally faced 1969. Brown reportedly favors
.....:1 American Presidents who replace
arms limitation, but is also com~· an incumbent: making the tran~
mitted to maintaining strategic
sition from one administratiop tQ
parity with ,Russia.
another while ruffling as few
·NATIONAL SECURITY
·~ political feathers as possible.
ADVISER-Zbigniew Brzezi~ski,
a;
An incoming President who
48; head of the Research Institute
::E replaces an incumbent usually finds on International Change at
~ that, in order to have some con" Columbia University;·also served as
Z sistency and continuity in goverdirector of the Trilateral Com~
\.00 nment, he can make no radically
mission, which seeks to expand
~ comprehensive changes in per~ economic and political.cooperation
'gf sonnel or policy, at least not imamong North America, Western
P-4 mediately.
Europe and Japan; Car_ter's
For this reason, despite his talk
principal foreign affairs adviser
of bringing new people to
during the campaign. Brzezinski
Washington, Carter has had to tum
apparently favors an increased
to people familiar to and with the
emphasis on America's relationship
federal government in making his
with her allies and with the
major appointments.
developing nations.
There are only three real
DIRECTOR
01<'
THE
newcomers to Washington in the
CIA-Theodore M. Sorensen, 48;
list of major appointments Carter
an administrative assistant 11nd
has made thus far: Thomas B.
speech-writer for John Kennedy.
Lance (Director, Office of Sorensen's appointment has.
Management and Budget), F. Ray
become controversial, since he has
Marshall (Labor Secretary) and
little experience in--the federal
Griffin Bell (Attorney General).
bureaucracy and none in the inHere is a list of Carter's major telligence community. United Press
appointees thus far:
International reported Saturday
SECRETARY
OF
that Sorensen faces tough opSTATE-Cyrus Vance, 59; former
position to his confirmation in the
Secretary of the Army and Deputy Senate. Sorensen was scheduled to
Defense Secretary. Vance repor~ testify
before the Senate
tedly agrees with Carter that the Intelligence Committee today.
U.S. should develop a better
SECRETARY
OF
THE
rapport with Western Europe and TREASURY-W. Michael
Japan. It has also been reported
Blumenthal, 50; Deputy Assistant
that Vance might seek a Middle Secretary of State for Economic
East settlement at ·a Geneva Affairs under Kennedy; chairman
Conference, rather· than through of the . Bendix Corporation.
separate negotiations with the Blumenthal has said that the
countries involved.
economy needs to be stimulated,
SECRETARY OF DE FEN- but that the precise methods of
SE-Harold Brown, 49; a physicist, stimulation will have to be worked
· an expert in nuclear weaponry and out. He is opposed to wage and
· I nst1tute
.
· controIs, an d favors an m·
president o f. Cal"f
· 1 ornta
o f pnce
·
f
·
Technology; head of weapons crease d emf> h as1s on oretgn
research at _the _}l_eQ!agqp, under _ economic policy and trade with
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· President-Eiet;t
Russia.
in Atlanta. Bell's appointment has
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT aroused opposition from minority
AND BUDGET -Thomas B. groups based on his now~ renounced
Lance, 45; an Atlanta bank membership in three country clubs
president and personal friend of with no Jewish or black members.
Carter. Larice has no experience in Consumer advocates have also
the federal government.
criticized Bell.
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC
SECRETARY
OF
ADVISERS
(CHAIR- AGRICULTURE-Minnesota
MAN)-Charles L. Schultze, 52;
Rep. Bob Bergland, 48; a wheat
Assistant Director of the Budget farmer,. and recently elected to his
Bureau under Kennedy, director of · fourth term in Congress. Bergland
that bureau under Johnson; reportedly may seek new federal
professor of economics at the programs to help family farms.
University of Maryland anP, a
SECRETARY OF THE IN·
Senior Fellow at the Brookings TERIOR-Idaho Governor Cecil
Institution.
Andrus, 45; Andrus has a
With respect to the unem- reputation as a conservationist and
ployment problem, Schultze has a -fiscal conservative. Two of the
expressed concern that keeping problems that will confront Andrus
unemployment at an "acceptable" if he is confirmed are the land
level will create new inflation claims of Native Americans and the
problems. Schultze has said he intricacies of establishing the new
favors a balance between gover- U.S. 200-mile offshore limit.
nment regulatio!l of certain areas of
SECRETARY
OF
COMthe economy 'and economic in- MERCE-Juanita Kreps, 55; an
centives for the private sector as administrative vice president at
means of regulating b1,1siness.
North Carolina's Duke University.
AT T R N E Y
If confirmed, Kreps has said she
0
.
wt'll place an emphas 1·s on the needs
GENERAL-Griffin ·B. Bell, 58; of workt'ng women. Kreps sru'd she
former Federal Appeals-Court is also concerned with the 200-m~le
judge and now a corporate lawyer

o~

limit aJ?-d with
Arab. boycott.
U. ~- frrms domg business wtt
Israel.
.
SECRETARY OF LABOR-.F .
Ray Marshall, 48;. an. economics
professo.r at the Umverstty of!exas
at Austm. Marshall has s~~d. he
wou.Id seek repeal of federal rtght
to work" law&, and would repl~ce
existing job-tr~ning programs Wlth
larger apprentice programs that
wou~d trrun people for more than
one Job.
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION-Washington Rep ..
Brock Adams, 5o; Adams has said
he is opposed to "complete"
deregulation of airline fares, and
favors reviving the nation's
railroads, continued regulation of
the trucking industry and improvements in mass transit.
HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT-Patricia R.
Harris, 52; a black Washington
lawyer. Harris has been criticized as
lacking the background to handle
the job. Harris has said she will be
"the spokesperson for the poor" if
she is confirmed.
HEALTH, EDUCATION AND
WELFARE-Joseph Califano, 45;
a domestic policy aide to Johnson
who helped formulate the Great
Society programs; a Washington
attorney. If confirmed, Califano
will have to deal with Carter's
proposed
government
reorganization, which will involve a
good deal of shuffling in HEW.
Carter has proposed creating a
Department of Energy at the
cabinet level, and has picked
President Ford's former defense
secretary, JamesR. Schlesinger,45,
to head it. Schlesinger was a
chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission, but reportedly agrees
with Carter that nuclear energy is a
last resort, and that emphasis
should be.on energy conservation.
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~P~5a,
Our dough is handmade daily, tossed
and .hartdspread for each pizza,
topped With the finest mozzarella for
the best cheese flavor and then
crowned with fresh ingredients.
Green Chili
Pepperoni
Salami
Beef
Black Olives
Beil Peppers
Onions
Mushrooms
Canadian Bacon
Sausage
Jalapenos
Ham
Sliced Tomatoes
With One Item
. Small (8 Inch}
Medium (12 Inch)
Large (14 Inch)
Plain Cheese Pizza
Additional Items
Small
Medium
Large
Combination (All Items)
Small
Medium
Large
Vegetarian Combination
Small
Medium
Large

......

$2.25
$3.50
$4.95
25¢ less
25¢

50¢
60¢

$4.25
$5.95
$7.95
$3.25

$5.00
$6.75

Provolone (Italian Cheese}
Genoa 'Salami
Ham
Salami & Provolone
Ham & Provolone
Our Special (Genoa Salami,
Ham & Provolone)
Roast Beef & Mozzarella

$1.35
$1.40
$1.40
$1.60
$1.60

$1. 85
$1.85

Served with lettuce and tomatoes on
your choice of white, rye, wheat or
French Roll
With green chili - Add 25¢

J{ut ~ ~rtlilHot Italian Sausage
Homemade Meatball Hero
Eggplant Parmigiana
(Smoothered w I cheese)
Italian Roast Beef (Covered
w /sauce and bell peppers)

$1.75

With cheese or extra cheese
With onions

$ • 25
$ ,20

.fl~~

Coffee
Cola

20¢
35¢

7-Up

35¢

Dr. Pepper
Apple Cider
Milk
V-8 Juice
Orange Delight
Iced Tea
Hot Tea

35¢
35¢
35¢
35¢

35¢
35¢
20<;

$1.50

$1.50
$1.50

